
Borneo Survival Expedition

Example (itinerary to remain flexible to cater for differing group abilities – the aim is to make the ‘Survival School’ phase supported to allow for energy and motivation
for the final 2 days):

Day Activity Accommodation Food Notes
Day 1 Private transfer from KK to Kiulu Valley (after breakfast)

Trek 1-2 hours approx to Survival Camp (during the trek
there will be an introduction to some edible/medicinal
plants)

Lunch

Survival School
 Camp orientation and safety
 Intro to survival essentials i.e Shelter, Fire,

Water, Food
 Parang (machete) skills and practice (1 Parang

between 2)
 Training on how to set up hammocks/basha
 Participants to set up sleeping area (choice)
 Guide to show what it looks like to light a fire

by friction (by the end of survival school
participants should be able to do this!) and
lesson in safe and effective fire building and
maintenance

Dinner

Discuss plan for tomorrow and relax around the fire

Survival camp to be
established and prepared for
group arrival.

Participants should sleep on a
platform under mosquito net
or if they want to try sleeping
in a hammock (everyone will
need to do one night in a
hammock before the end of
survival school in preparation
for the final phase)

Food provided and prepared by
Fieldskills

Client to provide water purification
tablets

With regards food, all food should be
provided and at this stage we don’t want
to introduce insects or animals etc as we
want the excitement and challenge of this
to come later



Day 2 Breakfast

Survival School
 Sourcing materials for and learning how to

make and maintain fire (including fire by
friction i.e make a bamboo fire lighting kit) in
small groups

Lunch

Survival School

 Short outing to forage for wild vegetables,
roots, shoots, and fruits to contribute to
tonight’s dinner

 Finding/making and purifying water

Dinner

Campfire & relax

Participants should have the
choice of whether they want
to sleep on a platform under
mosquito net or if they want
to try sleeping in a hammock
(everyone will need to do one
night in a hammock before
the end of survival school in
preparation for the final
phase)

Food provided and prepared by
Fieldskills – dinner to incorporate some
items that have been foraged

Client to provide water purification
tablets

With regards food, all food should be
provided and at this stage we don’t want
to introduce insects or animals etc as we
want the excitement and challenge of this
to come later

Day 3 Breakfast

Survival School
 Foraging, trap/snaring and fishing techniques
 Making traditional utensils including their

cutlery, plate and mug for the remainder of
the trip

 Learning to cook on the fire and preparation of
lunch

Lunch

Survival School
 Learning to make cordage/different types of

jungle string
 Bamboo raft building challenge – build 2 rafts

in 2 groups. All team members to cross the
river (conditions permitting)

 Set traps (including fishing) to leave over night

Dinner
 Blowpipe competition and campfire

Participants should have the
choice of whether they want
to sleep on a platform under
mosquito net or if they want
to try sleeping in a hammock
(everyone will need to do one
night in a hammock before
the end of survival school in
preparation for the final
phase)

Food provided by Fieldskills
Breakfast prepared by Fieldskills

Lunch/dinner to be prepared by the
team (including fire for cooking) – to
incorporate some items that have been
foraged – supervised and supported by
guides

Client to provide water purification
tablets

The students are now starting to cook and
using some traditional techniques to do
this. Cooking should be closely supported
by guides.

If they had chance to find some widgety
grubs on this day then they could have the
experience of eating them if they are
brave enough – some cooked, some alive.



Day 4 Breakfast

Survival School
 Shelter building – understanding the principles

of shelter and different types of shelter that
can be built in the jungle. In small groups (5-6)
practice building different types

 Those who haven’t yet slept in a hammock will
need to set theirs for tonight – final night in
Survival School

Lunch – prepared by the group using items provided

Survival school
 Learning how to make a toilet in the wild
 Navigation and signaling techniques

Dinner – prepared by the group using items provided

Briefing for tomorrow and rest

If any participant has not
done so already, they should
spend this evening in a
hammock in preparation for
their survival experience

Food provided by Fieldskills
Breakfast prepared by Fieldskills

Lunch/dinner to be prepared by the
team (including fire for cooking) – to
incorporate some items that have been
foraged – supervised and supported by
guides

Client to provide water purification
tablets

If the team happen to catch any
animals/fish in their traps then a session
should be included to show how that food
is prepared. It should be demonstrated,
but not handed over to the team yet (as
this will come on the last day)

Tomorrow they will be heading out to a
new location where they will need to build
camp and survive for 2 nights (fire,
shelter, toilet, food, water, etc). It is a
TEAM exercise and not focused on any
individual performance. They should help
each other, divide up tasks to make it
easier to achieve more

Day 5 Breakfast and packed lunch prepared by the team

Pack up camp
Trek short distance to pick-up location
Transfer to new start point

Brave the Jungle
Trek approx 3 hours to new camp

Establish camp:
Toilet, hammocks, fire pit, fire

Set some traps hopefully to provide food for tomorrow

Prepare dinner using rations provided

Tonight all participants will
sleep in hammocks that the
team will put up at the new
camp – they don’t all need to
be involved in putting them
up, but as a team enough
sleeping areas need to be
made.

Sleeping areas should be in
close proximity to each other
for safety reasons

Food provided by Fieldskills and
prepared by the team

Client to provide water purification
tablets

At this stage, the team should be putting
in to practice multiple skills that they have
learned to start to become more self-
sufficient. The guides should step back
and observe and support, but the group
should take ownership

Day 6 Brave the Jungle

Today the team will need to forage for their food,
collect water to purify, build natural shelters for the
whole team and make the camp comfortable – maybe
they can build benches and tables to eat at for

The team should be
encouraged to sleep in the
natural shelters they build.
Each shelter should house 3-4
people, but efforts should be
made not to let the team

Fieldskills to create opportunities for the
team to be successful with food e.g
chickens in traps that were set last night,
rumbia grubs, fish.

The food the team forages will likely

If anyone is not comfortable with sleeping
in a natural shelter then they can opt to
stay in a hammock.
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example. The idea is to create a comfortable camp from
natural materials and truly live off the land

segregate too much – they
should keep supporting each
other as a unit (a tribe!)

have to be supplemented with rice for
safety reasons

The team should be encouraged to boil
their own drinking water although it
may be too difficult to do this for the
whole day for all team members

Day 7 Return to Civilisation

Team to prepare breakfast

Pack up camp
Trek 1-2 hours to pick-up point via Waig-Waig waterfall
(no swimming or wading under the waterfall)

Snacks and cold drinks provided upon pick up
Transfer back to hostel in KK

Hostel in KK Breakfast will be prepared by the group
using the food they have stored

Upon arrival at pick-up location the
team should be surprised with snacks
and cold drinks provided by Fieldskills


